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What will I tell you

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib

WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● Why we did an engagement survey
● How we did it
● What we learned
● What actions we took
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Why an engagement survey?
Sherlock Holmes knows. 
STAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● When I hear you give your reasons,” I remarked, “the thing always appears to me to be so ridiculously 
simple that I could easily do it myself, though at each successive instance of your reasoning, I am baffled 
until you explain your process. And yet I believe that my eyes are as good as yours.”

● “Quite so,” he answered, lighting a cigarette, and throwing himself down into an armchair. “You see, but 
you do not observe. The distinction is clear. For example, you have frequently seen the steps which lead up 
from the hall to this room.”

● “Frequently.”
● “How often?”
● “Well, some hundreds of times.”
● “Then how many are there?”
● “How many? I don’t know.”
● “Quite so! You have not observed. And yet you have seen. That is just my point. Now, I know that there are 

seventeen steps, because I have both seen and observed.”
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Why an engagement survey?

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib

WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● Can’t beat evidence led decision making
● Several new Committee Members
● No survey for a few years (Last done in 2017)
● Answer the question: where are satisfaction levels with our 

membership of 250+ members.
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How did we do it?

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib

WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● Survey monkey with 25 Questions
● Sent to members as a link in club spark delivered email. 
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What did we learn?

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
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SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
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- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
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- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
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DRINK BREAKS
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WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● 88 (of 316 members) members completed the survey (28%), this 
compares with 81 in 2017

● The number of comments provided gave us a good steer that our 
members are engaged with the direction of the Club. 
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What did we learn?

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
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- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

gave

● Members were not satisfied with our coaching arrangements
● Members wanted improve communications related to coaching 

and the way the club communicated with them. 
● Members pointed to gap in pathway getting juniors to migrate to 

senior levels
● The open comments section was really valuable as members 

articulated both ideas and concerns (feedback is gold dust). 
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What did we do with this feedback?

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib

WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

● Supported our move to seek a new coaching arrangement.
● Done some work to integrate juniors into interclub pathways with 

several of our juniors joining our men’s teams this year.
● Enhance our website to increase navigability and refreshed 

content.
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Questions or Comments? 

STAGE
WHAT’S HAPPENING

SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial
- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib

WELCOMEdsfsdNew 
STAGEN

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN

- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UPSTAGE

WHAT’S HAPPENING
SIGN IN- Please arrive at least 15 minutes before the commencement of your trial

- Sign in at the registration table and receive a coloured and numbered bib
WELCOME

- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria
DRINK BREAKS

- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next
WARM UP

- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches

SMALL-SIDED GAMES- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible 
- Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times- There will be no coaching provided on the day

WRAP UP- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games
- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES - We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 
- Players will be briefed by selectors on the format of trials and given an overview of our selection criteria

DRINK BREAKS
- Players are required to put their drink bottles in the drink bottle holders provided- During the drinks break players will be told what field they are on next

WARM UP- Players will go through warm up activities that are led by our club coaches
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

- Players will play small-sided games against different opposition and where possible on different fields to be seen by as many selectors as possible - Parents are asked to remain quiet and off the field at all times
- There will be no coaching provided on the dayWRAP UP
- Players will be debriefed following the final set of games- Players are required to hand bibs back straight away for the next lot of trials

NOTES
- We will not have full-sided games (or big pitches) due to the small space at Terawhiti Turf and the large number of trialists. Small-sided games will give players more opportunities to have lots of touches of the ball and showcase their ability to more selectors. 

Thanks for your time
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